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The mission of the California Native Plant Society (CNPS) is to conserve California native plants and their natural
habitats, and increase understanding, appreciation, and horticultural use of native plants.
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Observing the Lily Spring Area
after Five Years of Drought and the
Curve Fire of 2002
Text and photos by Jane Tirrell

IN 2011, Walt Fidler, Jane Strong, Graham Bothwell and I worked on the Lily
Spring Area Survey. We compared plant populations and flowering times

observed in 2011 with those published 30 years earlier and observed that plants
flowering early in the season flowered about 1.5 weeks earlier in 2011 than they
had in 1981 and plants flowering late in the season flowered about two weeks later.
Approximately 1/ 3 of the plant species observed appeared to show no change in
flowering time compared to 1981. Almost all the plants flowered longer in 2011,
average 8.9 weeks, than they had in 1981, average 5.4 weeks. We also found 98 of
the 100 species described in 1981 and we found about 45 additional species in the
survey area than had been reported in the earlier study. We attributed these
changes to a combination of warmer temperatures during the years since 1981; the
influence of the Curve Fire of 2002 which burned nearly all of the survey area; and
in the case of the longer flowering duration in 2011, to higher than average rainfall
in 2010 and 2011.

Changes in the flora: The Lost, San
Jacinto Mountains daisy (right inset) and
the Found, more cheatgrass (left)



I returned to the Lily Spring area this summer to see how the plants were doing after five years of drought. Some of my
observations were somewhat discouraging, but I also saw signs of how resilient the natural landscape can be.

One discouraging observation was the absence of the San Jacinto Mountains daisy, Erigeron breweri var. jacinteus. The
survey area had only had three or four of these plants in 2011, but in 2016 I could not find any in that location. I also
noticed that a slope which had been covered in 2011 with the annual Johnston’s monkeyflower, Diplacus johnstonii, was
now taken over by cheatgrass, Bromus tectorum. Both the San Jacinto Mountains daisy and Johnston’s monkeyflower are
included in the CNPS Inventory of Rare and Endangered Plants at rank 4.3. Johnston’s monkeyflower had not
disappeared entirely from the survey area; I found a few plants growing in another location further east.

The slopes above Lily Spring appear to be considerably drier in 2016 than they were in 2011.
These drier slopes are now populated with Ewan’s cinquefoil, Drymocallis cuneafolia var. ewanii
(ranked 1B.3 in the Rare and Endangered Plant Inventory) whereas in 2011 there had been
extensive areas of musk monkeyflower, Erythranthe moschata. There are still a few musk
monkeyflower plants while the rare Ewan’s cinquefoil has increased its area.

The last somewhat discouraging observations were that some invasive non-native plants had
increased in area, e.g., cheatgrass mentioned above and white sweetclover, Melilotus albus.
There was one new non-native, rabbitsfoot grass, Polypogon monspeliensis. However, a
population of a dozen or so bull thistles, Circium vulgare, seemed to have disappeared from a
small flat area just above Lily Spring.

A sign of the resilience of the area was that new trees are growing up in areas of burned pine woodland despite several
years of drought. The recovery of these previously forested areas is of concern because the warmer, drier conditions the
area has been experiencing could mean that chaparral would permanently replace the trees. However, forests of
lodgepole pine, Pinus contorta subsp. murrayana, are recovering nicely along the Pacific Crest Trail in the higher
elevations of the survey area while Jeffrey pines, Pinus jeffreyi, are growing up through chaparral on open slopes.

Lily Spring itself appeared largely unchanged in 2016 with year-round water and its populations of corn lilies, Veratrum
californicum, Sierra larkspur, Delphinium glaucum, and Nevada bitterroot, Lewisia nevadensis. I was also encouraged to see
slender draba, Draba albertina, and the annual Brewer’s monkeyflower, Erythranthe breweri, in both its pink and white
forms.

The Lily Spring survey area is still recovering from the 2002 Curve Fire and is showing some effects of several years of
drought. We should continue to monitor this area.

Welcome new growth and returns: Young
Jeffrey pines (left) and Nevada bitterroot
(right inset)
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SGM Chapter Offers Research Grants for Study of
Native Southern California Flora

THE San Gabriel Mountains Chapter of the California Native Pant Society (CNPS-SGM) will offer two grants of up to
$1000 each for research conducted by students or others who can demonstrate that their projects will advance efforts

to conserve our native southern California flora. The duration of these awards will be one year.

The funds for these awards have been raised by CNPS-SGM which has the mission of increasing understanding of
California’s native flora and of preserving this rich resource for future generations.

Applications for grants will be reviewed by the CNPS-SGM Grants Committee with the input of outside reviewers as
deemed necessary. Approval of the awards will be made by the full CNPS-SGM board with recommendations from the
Grants Committee. The deadline for applications is February 10, 2017.

Application for these awards is open to all researchers with an interest in southern California flora. A one-year
membership for CNPS is included with the award if the awardee is not already a member.

Complete grant proposals must include:

1 . A title page with the applicant’s name and contact information (mailing address, email address and phone number). If
additional researchers are expected to contribute to the project, please include their names and contact information as
well.
2. A description of the proposed research that outlines the specific goals of the project, including an explanation of why
the work is significant and how the work will advance conservation efforts (can be up to two pages long).
3. A short statement of how this particular project relates to the researcher’s overall goals and interests.
4. The timetable for conducting the proposed research including start and end dates.
5. A detailed budget with an explanation for how the funds will be used; allowable expenses include travel to research
sites and supplies.
6. A statement describing access issues (e.g., surveys on private lands) or anticipated needs for permits.
7. A brief resume of the applicant.
8. One letter of recommendation from an individual who has knowledge of the applicant’s qualifications to conduct the
proposed research.

Proposals may be sent electronically as Microsoft Word documents or PDFs to treasurer@CNPS-SGM.org, or may be
mailed to

CNPS-SGM Grants Committee
1750 North Altadena Drive
Pasadena, CA 91107-1046

All proposals must be received by February 10, 2017. Awards will be announced on March 17, 2017. The Grants
Committee will give preference to proposals that demonstrate the researcher’s commitment to the project and emphasize
the feasibility of the project’s completion.

Award recipients will be asked to acknowledge CNPS-SGM support in any publications that result from the research.
Additionally, recipients will be asked to contribute an article to the CNPS-SGM chapter newsletter, give a presentation on
their research at a CNPS-SGM chapter meeting, or lead a field trip in the research study site.

Findyour place on the planet.
Dig in, andtake responsibility from there.

--Gary Snyder
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Volunteers Needed for Joshua Tree Genome Project

GREG Suba, Conservation Program Director for CNPS, would like to connect scientists collecting data on Joshua
trees with chapter members and other citizens interested in participating in a field research project. The

investigators, Dr. Chris Smith from Willamette University and Dr. Todd Esque from the US Geological Survey are
sequencing the Joshua tree genome with the goal of identifying genetic variants that can survive at higher elevations. It
appears that new Joshua tree growth recently has been occurring more frequently at higher elevations and less
frequently at lower elevations in their ecological range. The conclusion is that this species is moving to higher, cooler
climates.

The dates have not been determined, but the best time of year to collect samples for DNA analysis is in the spring,
probably in March or April. The program will probably run from Friday afternoon through Monday morning, with
informational sessions on Friday, fieldwork on Saturday and Sunday and a wrap-up on Monday. There is probably
some flexibility in the schedule. The location of the fieldwork will probably be in the Antelope Valley near the foothills
of the San Gabriel Mountains.

If you are interested in participating in the project please contact Jane Tirrell (jgtirrell@gmail.com).

Februrary Program Features Cylindropuntia chuckwallensis
by M.A. Baker and M.A. Cloud-Hughes

Cylindropuntia chuckwallensis is a recently described species which is endemic to California and ranges from southern
San Bernardino County to northern Imperial County. The specific epithet refers to the species’ center of distribution in
the Chuckwalla Mountains of Riverside County. This species occurs between approximately 400 to 1600 m elevation in
creosote scrub on a variety of substrates and soil textures.

The flowers of C. chuckwallensis range from yellow-green (~13% of individuals) to orange (~54%) to dark red-purple
(~33%). The styles and filaments range from very light pink to dark red, with the color of the style and filaments
generally being proportional to the color of the tepals, i.e. darker flowers having darker styles and filaments.
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Thanks to Volunteers and
Shoppers for a Successful Annual
Plant Sale
by Barbara Eisenstein

ON NOVEMBER 17TH, board and committee members of our CNPS chapter
sat around a table discussing the agenda item, “Plant Sale Wrap-up.” The

number of plants sold, expenses, and money taken in only told part of the
story. Though the annual sale is our major fundraiser, it is also a social event,
and a public outreach and education program. The numbers were good but it
is the people who made it a success.

The volunteers were remarkable, and as Plant Sale Chair I would like to thank
all of you. Not only did you deliver plants from distant growers, help with
setup, and assist during and after the sale, you all seemed to enjoy working
together. From those of you in the holding area during the busy early hours of
the sale, to those sitting at the cashier table when the Internet connection for
credit card charges was acting up, thank you for remaining calm and helpful.
Delicious baked goods, food and coffee materialized in the break room with no
apparent effort, though the volunteers who brought it and set it out know that
there was no magic involved. And of course, to the plant experts who helped
overwhelmed shoppers find just the right plants, your knowledge and
friendliness not only educate the public about plants, but also demonstrate
what a great chapter we have. As the day wrapped up, we all felt that this was
another successful plant sale.

Nevertheless, during the event wrap-up, we took the time to evaluate what
went well and what could have gone better. We discussed ways to ensure that
plants in the holding area are purchased and removed, how we can better
direct confused shoppers to the right place once they have selected their
plants, and other things we can do to enhance the sale. Although we
appreciate everyone’s thoughts on the plant sale, the best way to improve an
already wonderful event is to volunteer. So thank you to everyone who
volunteered and shopped at the sale, and welcome to those who would like to
participate in next year’s event!

Forty-two people volunteered their
time to help with the 2016 Plant
Sale

Ally Bravo
Andenae Khodaverdian
Anne Chomyn
Barbara Eisenstein
Bruce Goss
Bya Berger
Cliff McLean
Daniel Geiger
Eli Martinez
Florida Brown
Gabi McLean
Jane Fellows
Jane Tirrell
Jay Lieske
Jeff Sellers
Jennifer LaPlante
Jesse Chang
Joy Walters
Kani Ebner
Katherine Hashimoto
Kathy Sturdevant
Kyra Saegusa
Laura Scott Sellers
Lyn Mcafee
Mardi Caruso
Marge Mayotte-Hirn
Marie Slonski
Marisa Wong
Mickey Long
Nancy Rutherford
Nathalie Abadjian
Orchid Black
Patty Hashimoto
Robert Murar
Roger Klemm
Rose Haig
Scott Kleinrock
Scott Loly
Shelly Magier
Terry Keller
Tom Brady
Vida Andoun

To All of the Volunteers at the Plant Sale
from CliffMcLean

THANK you so much! We had a very successful plant sale, once again.
Preliminary results indicate that our gross sales exceeded last year’s, so

our net revenue will be up, as well.

I am always impressed by how well our volunteers work together to get the
job done, creating satisfied customers along the way. Everyone was so
cheerful, friendly, and helpful that our customers couldn’t help being pleased
with their purchases and their experience. This plant sale is the only way that
we have to raise the funds that we need to keep the chapter running for the
year, so your successful efforts were very important to us.
 
While we were selling plants, we also managed to sign up 21 new CNPS
members and got 10 renewals from current or former members. That helps
CNPS and the chapter as much as the money from the sale.

Thankyou again.Let’s plan on doingit again next year.
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Tejon Ranch Trip Planned for April 2017
Text and photos by John Thompson

PLANS are under way for an overnight field trip
on the weekend of April 29-30, 2017 to Tejon

Ranch Conservancy, the 270,000-acre reserve in the
Tehachapi Mountains. The following weekend,
May 6-7 is being held as a backup in case of rain on
the first weekend. This will be a docent-led tour of
this enormous area of biodiversity during the peak
of spring blooming. If you are unaware of this
spectacular place, check it out at
http:/ / tejonconservancy.org.

Each participant must fill out a sign-up form — see
our chapter ’s web site at http:/ / cnps-
sgm.org/ tejontrip. Completed forms should be sent
to John Thompson, thrushless@gmail.com.
Preference will be given to members of the CNPS
San Gabriel Mountains chapter and other CNPS
members. A wait-list will be maintained. Also, the
Conservancy requests a $40 donation per person.

Plans call for a full day Saturday, beginning early, then overnight accommodations either at a nearby motel or at a
primitive campsite on the ranch, and an additional half day of botanizing on Sunday. The trip is also open to those
who wish to participate only on Saturday.

Details about camping and motels will be furnished in March, at least one month before the trip, along with details
about appropriate clothing and logistics. Please be aware that Tejon Ranch is a remote backcountry area: you cannot
enter or leave as you please; distances and travel times can be significant; weather and temperatures can be
challenging; and no pets are allowed. The location is about 75 minutes drive from the Pasadena area. Travel on the
Ranch will be provided by the Conservancy, so participants do not need to bring their own special vehicles.

Above: Fields of Common
Hil l side Daisy; below:
Miniature Lupine

There is noother place likeTejon Ranchin Californiaandperhaps inthe world--Tejon RanchConservancywebsite



Board Meetings, Programs and Plant Walks take place at Eaton Canyon Nature Center
1750 North Altadena Drive, Pasadena CA 91107, (626) 398-5420

The San Gabriel Mountains Chapter emails
announcements about upcoming events — talks, hikes,
sales, last-minute notices and late-breaking news. You
can sign up for our mailing list by going to our email
subscription page at cnps-sgm.org/ subscribe or by
contacting Cliff McLean at cliff.mclean@att.net. Use the
web page cnps-sgm.org/ contact to contact committee
chairs listed on page 8 for the latest information about
chapter activities.
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B O A R D M E E T I N G S
On the third Thursday of odd-numbered months except
July from 7:30 to 9 pm. All members are welcome.
January 19
March 16

P R O G R AM S
On the fourth Thursday of each month except July,
August, November, and December. Socializing begins at
7 pm and the program at 7:30 pm.

January 26
Wild Suburbia: Learning to Garden with Native Plants
Barbara Eisenstein
In her recently published book, Barbara Eisenstein
guides us through the process of transforming a
traditional, high water-use yard into a peaceful habitat
garden abounding with native plants. Because there are
so many variables in gardening, answers to even simple
questions about establishing a native plant garden are
rife with caveats and exceptions. Wild Suburbia describes
some of these variables so that gardeners will be better
able to select the best practices for their own conditions.

Those attending this talk will be encouraged to share
their thoughts and experiences on horticultural practices
that worked, along with those that did not. For example,
how do you water your native plants? Can a drip system
supply adequate hydration? What is the best way to get
rid of a lawn of weedy Bermuda grass? What were some
of your most surprising successes and failures? The
evening will conclude with a discussion of how we, as
members of CNPS, might improve the dissemination of
accurate information on sustainable gardening with
California native plants.

February 23
Hiding in Plain Sight: A New Cactus Species from the
California Desert
Michelle Cloud-Hughes
Cylindropuntia chuckwallensis is a newly-described cactus
found in San Bernardino, Riverside, and northern
Imperial Counties, California. Michelle’s presentation
will describe how this historically-misidentified cholla

was determined to be a distinct new species and the
characteristics that distinguish it from similar cholla species.
This presentation will provide detailed information on
where to see “the chucky cholla” as well as many other
intriguing succulents found in the same areas.

Michelle Cloud-Hughes is a botanist and restoration
ecologist specializing in desert flora and ecosystems. She
worked for the Soil Ecology and Restoration Group at San
Diego State University from 1997 to 2013 and spent most of
those years doing restoration work in the central Mojave
Desert at Fort Irwin National Training Center. In 2010 she
started her company, Desert Solitaire Botany and Ecological
Restoration, and since then has been involved in many rare
plant surveys and other botanical and restoration projects
throughout the southwestern U.S. Her main love is
Cylindropuntia, but she is also fascinated by other cactus,
particularly Echinocereus, Grusonia, Pediocactus, and
occasionally even Opuntia.

March 23
Mariposa Lilies of the
Southern Californian
Floristic Province
Fred Roberts
The mariposa lilies (genus
Calochortus) includes about 70
species found in western
North America from British
Columbia south to Guatemala
with its center of diversity in
California. The mountains,
foothills, and coastal regions of southwestern California and
northwestern Baja California, Mexico offer 15 species. The
flowers of these bulb-forming perennials come in an
assortment of colors and forms varying from the all white
globe-shaped white fairy lantern (C. albus) to the brilliant
orange of the desert mariposa (C. kennedyi), the reds, whites,
and yellows of the butterfly mariposa lily (C. venustus), and
the Weed’s mariposa lily (C. weedii). Some species are
widespread, others are included in the CNPS Inventory of
Rare and Endangered Plants because of rarity or threat. Join
us as Fred Roberts gives us a tour of this delightful group of
wildflowers.

Fred Roberts, author of Illustrated Guide to the Oaks ofthe
Southern Californian Floristic Province (1995) and co-author of
Wildflowers ofOrange County and the Santa Ana Mountains
(2013) has been working with native plants since high
school. He was the assistant curator of the Herbarium at the
Museum of Systematic Biology at U.C. Irvine for nine years,
worked as a botanist with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
primarily adding species to the endangered species list, and

. . . continued on page 8.
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CHAPTER DIRECTORY

Chapter officers
President: Orchid Black
Vice President: Lyn McAfee
Secretary: Shelly Magier
Treasurer: Jane Tirrell
Chapter Council
Delegate: Gabi McLean

Appointed board members
Graham Bothwell
Helena Bowman
Barbara Eisenstein
Clifford McLean
Katie Gallagher

Committees
Newsletter: Jane Strong, editor
Graham Bothwell
Lyn McAfee
Clifford McLean, distribution
Conservation: Jane Tirrell
Jane Strong
Clifford McLean
Mickey Long, adviser
Education/Outreach: Kathy Sturdevant
Roger Klemm
Field trips: Rebecca Latta
Terry Keller
Plant walks: Katie Gallagher
Bob Dollins
Horticulture: Barbara Eisenstein
Hospitality: Helena Bowman

Invasive plants: Roger Klemm
Membership: Clifford McLean
Gabi McLean
Past president: Gabi McLean
Programs: Naomi Fraga
Shelly Magier
Rare plants: chair open
Jane Strong
Jane Tirrell
Mickey Long, adviser
Social media: Elizabeth Christy
Shelly Magier
Naomi Fraga
Graham Bothwell
Clifford McLean
Web site: Graham Bothwell
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has spent the last 16 years as an independent
botanical consultant, author, and artist. His
specialties include the flora of Orange
County, oaks, lilies and their relatives, and
rare plants of southern California.

P L A N T W A L K S
On the second Sunday of each month except
July and August at 9 am. Take a gentle, 2-
hour walk around the Eaton Canyon Nature
Center. Make friends with people of similar
interests and learn the names and habits of
the native plants in the surrounding area.

January 8 - Hartmut Wisch
February 12 – Hartmut Wisch
March 12 – Katie Gallagher

Schedule ofEvents continued from page 7




